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Abstract
The Distributed Legible City (DLC) is an interactive multi-media art installation
enabling a number of ‘cyclists’ to participate in a shared virtual environment and
to tour together around three city representations. In this paper we describe the
evolution of the DLC guided by ethnographic study. In particular we consider the
implications and problems associated with designing a virtual environment where
the requirements, such ‘support social interaction’ are ambiguous and open ended.

1 Introduction
Virtual environments (VEs) appear to offer many novel things: the potential, using
immersive technology, to engage the human perceptual and kinaesthetic faculties in ways
impossible using other techniques; the prospect of rehearsing tasks in the virtual world
such that skills may be transferred to the real world; or the opportunity for richer
engagement with applications and other users. However, constructing anything but the
most trivial VE is a technically challenging task, and until recently much of the effort in
the field has appropriately been directed towards demonstrating the basic feasibility of
VEs as a mechanism for Human/Computer Interaction. It is only really of late that
enabling technologies such as processors, graphics engines, networks, and software
infrastructures have matured to the point where high level issues such as usability may
realistically be examined. Though there are many important challenges in underlying VR
technology yet to be tackled, they are, broadly speaking, understood. What can be done in
a VE, and what paradigms are appropriate to do it, is however a much more open-ended
question.
For many VE applications, a particular purpose or requirement drives their design and
evaluation. For example, if the task to hand is to familiarise the user with the structure of
an offshore oil-platform, then the form of the resulting VE is well specified, and the kind
of evaluation possible is clearly delineated. The ‘requirement’ that lead to the
construction of the environment considered here is considerably less well defined, and

yet is fundamental to many shared virtual environments: to enable or even encourage
social interaction in the virtual world. In this paper we describe the design,
implementation, study and evolution of The Distributed Legible City (DLC), a shared
virtual environment based on a previous multi-media art installation. We consider the
technical challenges faced during its implementation, and examine the issues associated
with the indeterminate nature of the requirements. We comment upon expectations and
intentions of designers and the changes made to the installation guided by results from
studies of it in use by the general public during two European exhibitions.

2 The Distributed Legible City
The DLC is based on ‘The Legible City’, a 1990 multi-media art installation conceived
by Jeffrey Shaw (Shaw, 1998), in which a single cyclist, seated upon on a modified
touring bike is able to travel around three virtual cityscapes by pedalling and steering the
bike. This original work is situated inside a darkened square room, with the bike mounted
facing a large back-projected screen. The screen displays the cyclist’s view that reveals
not buildings and street clutter, but instead solid coloured letters forming sentences
appropriate to that location. Thus the tourist is able to cycle around Manhattan, Karlsruhe
or Amsterdam taking in routes that reveal commentaries about the respective city or are
fragments from texts associated with that area. Mounted on the handlebars of the bike is a
Liquid Crystal Display that shows a ‘you are here’ map and a large button that, when
pressed, transports the cyclist between the three locations.

Figure 1: A user at one of the DLC’s stations

The first incarnation of the reworked Distributed Legible City was build using the
MAVERIK (Cook et. al, 1998) and Deva (Pettifer, 1999) VR systems, and consists of a
number of ‘stations’ (three were constructed for the exhibitions considered here)
connected via networking technology. Each station was fitted with a 21-inch monitor
mounted in front of a modified exercise bike. The cyclist was provided with an audio
headset with headphones and a boom microphone, via which to communicate with the
other users. A button mounted on the handlebar of the exercise cycle activated an
overview map that was superimposed upon the current city’s view.

Figure 2: scenes from the Distributed Legible City, and the overview map
The user’s ‘body’ was represented to the other inhabitants of the environment by an
animated cycling avatar, the pedalling and steering motion of which was coupled with the
actual pedalling and steering of the user’s exercise bike.

Figure 3: the cyclist avatar

3 Background and Motivation
The DLC was constructed in the context of the ESPRIT funded eSCAPE project, which
aims to investigate the paradigms and technologies appropriate for the construction of
large-scale virtual environments (or ‘inhabited information spaces’) suitable for access by
the general public. The research programme brings together engineers, social scientists
and artists in an attempt to address these problems in a concerted manner. The final aim
is to construct and inform the future construction of shared virtual environments that,
whilst being visualisations of electronic information, are inhabitable and engaging social
places in their own right. One of the approaches being taken to build such an environment
is based on a ‘cityscape’ metaphor (being the concrete or physical end of a spectrum to
which a ‘virtual planetarium’ is the ‘abstract’ end). On the premise that city-like
structures are commonly understood and contain many features for aiding navigation
(maps, signposts, information kiosks), a number of techniques for generating ‘virtual
cityscapes’ have been investigated within the project. The DLC is the first of these aimed
specifically at examining social interaction in a city-like environment.
The traditional engineering phase of ‘requirements analysis’ is difficult to apply to the
development of such an environment. Whilst the low level technical needs (interactive
frame rates, low device lag etc.) are ostensibly the same as for any other VE, the
‘purpose’ of the environment (to enable ‘social interaction’), and what features it should
have to support this are considerably less clear. During a previous study (Murray, 1998)
of a cityscape environment—in this case, a more literal city with buildings and roads—a
number of factors were identified that affect the interaction of a user with an
environment:
’1. Differentiation: A virtual environment should be differentiated, so that it is rendered
easily ‘legible’. Areas of distinct identity should be provided by physical
characteristics and/or other people and activities.

2. Functions: An environment should provide numerous reasons, and perform a variety
of functions, for participants to use a place. Users should be enabled to observe other
activities that they might not otherwise encounter.
3. Attraction: An environment must be ‘attractive’ to draw people in. Physical design can
promote attraction - aesthetically or in terms of physical convenience. A place which
attracts is a focus of some activity.
4. Participation and attachment: The sense of responsibility and devotion that
participants feel for a place can be defined as ‘attachment’. Seamon (1979) suggests
that rituals of participation foster attachment. Involvement in the construction of escapes by the inhabitants themselves can also facilitate this participation and
attachment.
5. Interpersonal interaction: An environment should allow people to meet, oversee other
activities, and so on. By a method of ‘channelling’, routes and pathways can be
manipulated so that people's movements intermingle. Entrances to a building can be
made fewer, making it more likely that people will meet. Different methods of
‘centring’ provide single points where many people come to (e.g. a rail station, a
canteen, a cinema).
6. Semantic and perceptual affordances: People should be able to impute meaning into
the spatial construction and forms of a place. Additionally, People should be able to
employ their real-world understandings, skills and behaviours within the VE.
7. Accessibility: Seamon (1979) argues that places should be inviting. While this is true,
it is also the case that unlimited accessibility is not desirable. Accessibility should be
balanced and gradiated, enabling the attractors in an environment to come fully into
play. The reproduction of physical artefacts in virtual environments can contribute to
this. The difference between an open and a closed door, for instance, impacts upon
the perceived accessibility of places …
8. Stability: a VE should stay relatively stable over time so that inhabitants can become
familiar with it.
9. Flow and freedom of activity: Self-produced movement should be as fully enabled as
possible. Seamon (1979) argues that delays, or artificial stops, in transportation due
to waiting for a lift, encounters with locks and keys, traffic lights, etc., interfere with
the natural flow of a particular activity and may be irritating for users. However, it is
important to note that such phenomena can also serve as attractors, allowing people
to meet and oversee activities, etc. Therefore, a balance has to be struck between
necessary breaks in activities, and how that break is filled with other events.'
(Murray, 1998)

Many of the above points (differentiation, attraction, accessibility) are issues of aesthetics
rather than technology: at a trivial level it is as easy to texture map an oil painting on to
the wall as it is to map a brick decal, and as (technically) straightforward to create an
unordered pile of debris as it is to include a model of a building. Other issues
(participation and attachment, semantic and perceptual affordances; flow and freedom of
activity, stability) are informed more by understanding of social relationships. Finally, the

remaining issues (functions and interpersonal interaction) have more direct technical
implications, at least in the sense that significant technical problems must be overcome
before any further implications of these issues may be observed and understood. We
consider these final two points in turn.

4 Providing for Interpersonal interaction
Excluding interpersonal interaction that may also be construed as interaction with the
environment (this is considered later under ’functionality or purpose of the environment’),
this topic considers the means by which users of the environment communicate with one
another. The most technically simple form of communication in virtual environments is
by text typed at a keyboard (this is provided by almost all 3D VEs and is also the primary
basis for communication in MUDs and MOOs). It’s limitations as a means of expression
in VEs are clear. Means of enabling more ’natural’ forms of communication, both gross
(e.g. voice/audio) and subtle (e.g. body language) must be sought. Although there is
much research in the fields of real-time transmission of audio over networks of limited
bandwidth and the generation of ’expressive’ avatars, such technology is not yet widely
available.
Our approach to interpersonal interaction in this environment—given that we are
interested in studying social interaction rather than solving technical problems that are
known to be non-trivial—is simply to side-step the issues. First, we provide for
voice/audio communication between users not by novel data compression techniques, but
by providing network connections with dedicated and guaranteed bandwidth and
capacity. Such an approach can not be used for ‘consumer’ technology, where access to
high-speed networks is not available. As a means to an end here however we consider
this appropriate. Second, we provide a metaphor for interaction with the world that
naturally scopes the amount of 'body-language': that of being seated on a cycle. The
particular avatar constructed for the DLC was able to represent visually all the motions
expressible through the input device, i.e. turning the handlebars to steer, or altering the
rate of pedalling.

5 Functions or ’purpose’ of the environment
There are a number of ‘traditional’ approaches to giving purpose to a virtual
environment. Games populate their environment with bloodthirsty creatures that form an
incentive to keep moving while more serious research environments pose problems or
present tasks that are to be performed within the VE. While both approaches have much
to commend them, the former limits the possibilities for relaxed social interaction, while
in the latter, communication concerning technical difficulties connected with the
manipulation of objects in networked VEs often overshadows ‘genuine’ social interaction
(this is not to denigrate the value of studying such communication, which often provides
valuable insights).

The approach taken here is to avoid the problems of manipulative or interactive tasks
(which require that a number of problems be addressed before the failings of the
technology itself are not the main topic of conversation) by constructing an environment
that is ostensibly uncomplicated in its structure, and yet contains enough ‘of interest’ to
stimulate and support social engagement.
On a subtle level, then, there is actually much ‘to do’ in the original Legible City (for
example, a tour of much of Manhattan is possible following the musings of a ‘taxi
driver’). The intention in extending this installation to be a multi-user environment was
that the subtle and somewhat esoteric content of the environment would be a ‘talking
point’ worthy of social interaction. We examine later in this paper the results of user’s
interaction with one another and the structure of the Legible City.
By side-stepping these technological issues in this way, we have been able to construct an
environment in which to examine more fully issues surrounding social interaction.

6 Studying the DLC
In format described so far, the DLC was exhibited at the 1998 Information Society
Technologies conference (IST’98) in a large auditorium in Vienna. During part of the
exhibition, a demonstrator was present to explain the use of the installation, during the
remainder of the conference the users were left to their own devices. Use of the DLC,
both with and without demonstrator, was subject to ethnographic study, the results of
which are presented here.
Although meeting low-level requirements (high graphical update, low device lag)
admirably, the studies revealed a number of ‘usability’ problems with the DLC’s initial
format.
1. Engaging with the environment (or understanding the function of the
installation). Though this was not a problem when the demonstrator was present (the
piece would invariable be introduced as an ‘artwork’ that ‘you can ride through’,
‘meet people’ and ‘to talk to’), users coming afresh to the exercise bike were unsure
of what to do. A design decision to modulate the volume of the audio link according
to the distance between the cyclists meant that only cyclists close together could hear
each other. The original intention was that this would encourage users to find one
another in order to hold a conversation. In practice, users would don the headset,
pedal around a little saying “Hello, hello” and then on hearing no response, would
exit the piece.
2. Navigating the virtual space and locating other users. Learning to competently use
the overview map was a troubled affair. In the first instance the action of ‘pulling the
map up’ by pressing the cycle’s handlebar button usually required instruction on the
part of the demonstrator. There was a similar requirement for instruction on the part
of the demonstrator in terms of interpreting the meaning of the map’s features.
Although users orientated to the map on the basis of a common ‘background

expectancy’ that the map was a map of the DLC, nevertheless the demonstrator had to
render its features intelligible (thus ‘these are the cities’; ‘this dot is you’; ‘that dot the
other’ etc.).
3. Achieving conversational orientation. Those users able to locate one another in the
environment found it important to orientate themselves to be ‘face to face’ before
engaging in any meaningful conversation. Achieving such orientation was however
rendered difficult by the nature of the bike as an input device (a ‘wide turning circle’,
the inability to ‘cycle backwards’ and the inability to ‘just pick it up and turn it
around’) coupled with the fact that the viewpoint/display device was fixed in front
(i.e. ‘over the shoulder’ conversation was not possible). The effort involved in
achieving face-to-face conversation was often followed by a perfunctory exchange,
before the users exited the piece.

7 Initial assumptions, and results and lessons from the first study
Re-orientation of ’function’
The first result (unexpected, from the point of view of the designers) from the studies was
a radical re-orientation of the perceived ‘purpose’ or ‘function’ of the environment. The
intention during design was to provide an environment that enabled social interaction
within an interesting context; the ‘interest’ of the context having been demonstrated by
the success of the original Legible City where users would happily explore the
environment without any expectations of social interaction. In the new DLC, users
expected some form of interaction with other humans, either because the installation was
introduced by the demonstrator as providing such a facility, or by the presence of a
microphone and headphones. As such the esoteric environment seemed in itself much
less interesting, and the emphasis of the users was on finding another human to
communicate with.
Use of the overview map
Bearing in mind the original assumption that users would want to explore the
environment for its own sake (as with the original Legible City), the use of an overview
map was considered appropriate: a ‘familiar’ metaphor that provided information about
the structure and layout of the environment, as well as positioning the user and other
inhabitants. In practice, however, the overview map was seen to have a number of flaws:
1. Learnability. The overview map was activated by depressing a button (a 'cycle bell')
on the handlebars of the bike. Without instruction, users often overlooked this device,
and there was no guidance inherent in the environment to suggest its use.
2. Disassociation with the environment. Once users had activated the overview map,
they would move conceptually from the three-dimensional world of the cityscape into
a two dimensional ‘map world’. This was evident as users cycling whilst attempting

to locate one another using the map would ignore the three-dimensional city, cycling
straight through ‘buildings’ that they had previously striven to avoid.
3. Overloading of (inappropriate) information. Given that the user's perceived the
function of the environment to find another user, the detailed information provided by
the map as to their exact location in the city and the layout of the city itself became
irrelevant.
In the light of the observable difficulties experienced by users in attempting to locate one
another, the overview map was dropped in favour of a ‘tour guide’. This took the form of
an animated, flying bird that positioned itself so as to appear to be flying in the direction
of the closest other user whilst maintaining ‘line-of-sight’ contact with its ‘owner’.
Although it is clearly not as 'natural' to 'follow the bird' to find another user as it might be
to consult a map, the particular affordances of the environment in terms of hardware and
software recommended this approach. In practice, once instructed on the significance of
the birds, users of the modified DLC found the tour-guide more useful.
Interaction, and achieving conversational orientation
The original design of the DLC did not take into account the fact that user's would wish
to orientate their avatars to face one another in order to initiate 'comfortable'
communication. A disembodied voice in the head-set, or a voice apparently coming from
an avatar facing in the 'wrong' direction was only adequate for initiating conversation, not
for prolonged discussion. Though the metaphor of the cycle as an input device had initial
benefits in terms of being easily comprehended, where the installation did not mimic a
real bike caused problems when arranging for conversational orientation. Firstly, it is not
possible to pick the exercise bike up, and to 'turn round on the spot', as would be possible
with a real cycle. Secondly, with a display fixed in front of the cycle, it is not possible to
'look over one's shoulder'. The only remaining course of action to orientate oneself was
therefore to cycle round in ever decreasing circles until the correct orientation was
achieved (this particular problem was exacerbated by the virtual cycle having an
unusually large turning circle, however, simply adjusting this was not considered an
adequate solution to the problem).
To remedy this, the most significant of the changes in terms of the architecture involved
the use of a Head Mounted Display (HMD) on each station. In this revised, and now
immersive DLC, each station was fitted with a HMD and position sensor, enabling the
system to determine the position and orientation of the cyclist’s head and to render an
appropriate viewpoint. Associating the viewpoint with the position of the cyclist’s head
movement, rather than directly with the orientation of the virtual cycle gave the user the
freedom to look in a direction other than that in which they are cycling, enabling them to
easily look over their shoulder or to one side without the need to re-orient the cycle. The
animation of the virtual cyclist was modified such that the head orientation reflected that
of their user, informing other users that 'eye contact' had been made.

8 The Immersive DLC
The second generation of the DLC was exhibited at, and made available to public use, at
the Launch of the European Union’s Fifth Framework Programme at the Messe Essen
conference hall, Essen, Germany between the 25th and 26th of February, 1999

Figure 4: Cyclists using the Immersive version of the Distributed Legible City

Unlike the previous exhibition, where the stations were situated at significant distance
from one another (either in different cities (Vienna and Karlsruhe) or throughout the
exhibition halls at the ZKM), restrictions placed on ‘booth size’ at the Launch required
that the two stations be sited close together. They were installed facing one another but
separated by a high wall to separate the users from one another (this difference in
physical layout holds no particular implications for the system architecture of the
installation). Although in this revised version, the user would wear a Head Mounted
Display, the monitors mounted in front of the bike was retained. Thus, the demonstrator
and any onlookers had the same perspective on events as the user, seeing exactly what the
user saw. Just as at IST ‘98, new users were ‘introduced’ to the installation and
engagement features ‘pointed out’. Users were then prompted to ‘experiment’ with the
installation and instructed to ‘follow the birds'.
Preliminary results of the second study
In terms of being a tool for locating other users in the environment, the tour-guide birds
demonstrated a significant improvement in use; requiring less interaction from the
demonstrator (in spite of the apparent 'unnatural' circumstances compared to the use of a
map), and providing a clearer indication of the location of other inhabitants. Learning to
use the birds consisted of instruction that the birds are ‘above you’, that ‘this is you’, the
‘other one is there’ and ‘you have to catch up with it’, in contrast with use of the map

which required instruction as how to ‘pull it up’, what the marks on it mean (this is
Amsterdam, Karlsruhe, etc.), this dot is you, that dot the other, and the achievement of
competent use (learning to use the map just for checking). Although users encountered
the birds as unfamiliar objects, they clearly found it easier to learn and achieve competent
use of them in situ, in contrast to the map, as a result of a simplicity and economy of
instruction. Less instruction was required to render the meaning of the birds intelligible
and (thus) to make them work.
In terms of achieving a conversational orientation, a significant success can be claimed
from the use of the HMD. The natural and reflexive orientation to the speaker was
provided through the VR headsets, thus supporting interaction within the virtual space.
Just as the problem of ‘overshooting’ another user's avatar could be remedied by the
turning of the head, so too the co-ordination of orchestrated movements were remedied
by users without need for instruction. The VR headsets supported the natural inclination
to orient to the conversational partner and significantly reduced the need for ‘corrective’
cycling (the ‘wide turning circle’ stopped being a problem). Furthermore, in reducing
practical difficulties occasioned in achieving a conversational orientation, interaction was
significantly increased. Users were no longer frustrated in their attempts to meet one
another ‘face-to-face’ and thereby motivated to cease interaction and quit the installation
but instead, ease of use promoted interaction. Although the nature of the talk between
users was little different (none were ‘fascinated’ by the textual ordering of the urban
space in spite of such effects being observed in the original non-distributed work), users
chased each other, followed each other back and forth, and generally attempted to coordinate their efforts at cycling around with a much greater frequency before quitting the
installation. We can only speculate that were there some purpose to the interaction, some
mutual activity to be achieved beyond the playing of tig-like games, interaction would,
prospectively, have continued further.

9 Discussion and Conclusions
It would be premature to draw rigid conclusions from this single study, and we report
here more as a case study than as a theoretical work. However, we believe that a number
of factors have been highlighted that may prove significant if echoed in later studies. We
present them here as a collection of reflections and hypotheses.
Social conventions from the real world may be transposed to the virtual. In spite of
the difficulty involved in achieving conversational orientation, very little communication
took place when user’s voices were disembodied, or were associated with a wrongly
orientated avatar. Similarly, user’s initial reactions to the Legible City’s involved treating
‘buildings’ as if there were solid edifices, and cycling predominantly down ‘roads’
(similar behaviour was observed by Murray (1998) in a more literal cityscape).
‘Interactional metaphors’ from the real world provide a enconomical means of
enabling engagement. The use of the bicycle as an input device clearly scoped the kind
of interactions possible. However…

‘Partially implemented’ or ‘imperfect’ metaphors are detrimental to the user’s
engagement, providing false clues to the nature of the environment. In the case of the
DLC, two instance of this problem were highlighted. First, the metaphor of ‘cycling’ was
limited in the initial implementation by the inability to ‘pick up the bike’ combined with
the restriction of only being able to look straight ahead, making manoeuvres trivial in the
real world complex in the virtual. Second, the use of a ‘map’ was inappropriate in two
ways, implying a tool for locating oneself relative to local geography when in fact its
primary use was to locate relative to another user, and also involving a shift out of the 3D
world into an artificially imposed 2D one.
Most importantly, the evolution of the Legible City has highlighted the importance of the
‘situated evaluation’ of virtual environments with such indeterminate requirements and
we are confident that this approach will bring to light further design factors in the future.
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